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"'":'"':_'Results of expe_.dmentalshudy of regularities offa
...._ ........ transition of" a laminar boundary layer to a turbulent
i.:. ?.,_,:.'er at low subsonic air flow veloc.i_ies are presented, a:m[ iyzed and c_.mparedwith theory and model experiments.
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;:_ LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER I_'.TCONDITIONS OF "NATURAL"
:i_{ TRANSITION TO TUP_SULENTFLOW
[::}_" N.F.Polyakov
!- _i The development of turbulence in the boundary layer is one of tile /
_:'J major key problems of the dynamics of a viscous fluid Solution of
-/ { this problem is of great importance both in the genersl theoreti_l
I )_":
I _o aspect and in practical applications to different fields of technol-
(::'i_ ogy. That interest which specialists all over the world dlspla.v_nt "
,<-} this question and the continually increasing number of theoretical
i>q
,?_ and experimental studies devoted to problems of the origination and
:!?i>_ regularities of development of perturbations in the boundary layer
_, and phenomena of transition to the turbulent state are therefore not
,i-:_ accidental. The entire complex of studies conducted by dlf_",_'_,,_r_ -'
[
three groups: a. theo._t,cal work; b. model experiments; c. experi-
i ,. mental work in conditions of "natural" transition to turbulence.
_ There is no doubt that this dlv!s:.o;,,is not exhaustive and that, for
'_ _ i n d i v] _ ua ! ,-, ,'
' '..,.._,,s, .is dif icult to es abl sh the gro p to which the.y
i: belonZ. As a whole bo';_¢er, tbis classification quite accurately re-
I' fleets the content of _he published " _"- Without _ _u_we77!n'_on ur,oup
:::', a, we the characteristics and differences between groups b
discuss
e.
i.
and
i - We will understand model studies to be exper{ments which ere
": characterized by the introduction of artificial perturbations with the
7 capability of changln_ both the frequency _nd [_mplitudeof" the initial
I i perturbation. Artificial perturbatiot_s are most often introduced di-:i -_ rectiy into the boundary layer (oy means of" a vibrat"In_ strip for& • ,
i _]v_._,-_ In the "natural" tz'ansitionto _urba!ence,[ ! .....,,:.....,• . studies are
i l__ made of the regularities of location of the transi<ion region and
::_ st,r'uctureof the perturbations _n the boundaFy isv,:r or, with the ini-] - ,.
_J :'q_umbersin the margin indico.t_pagination in tl_eYereign text.
! ii
[-,• 1
-i_T tial characteristic intensities of a given aerodynamic situation, of
•_ the nature and spectral composition of the perturbations of the ex- /2__J
I) __ow
_:i_ ternal _ , or by the introduction cf given perturbations into the
_' field of the flew incident on the model The conditions of a mode!
:_
I1 i_,_.i experiment are more easily control!ed, and "group b" is tberefore
" I :[ most suitable, for comparison with the conclusions of theory. This
i iiI type of study begins with the well known experiments of Schubau'er and
Skramsted with a vibrating strip, which was taken up in the work of
1 Klebanov and, in the _.a,_t_decade, has been extensively developed in
I I:. i the Institu:te of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Siberian Section,i USSR Acade,ny of Sciences, in a ser_es of studies of V.Ya. Levchenko,
Yu.S. Kachanov and V.V. Kozlov. Studies under
"natural" conditionsi !
connected with the si-
"-'[:_! multaneous action of a whole series of parameters on the phenomenorli .:iI_ studied. The results of such xp riments also are quite interesting
1.:.ii to theoreticians, since they permit individual regularit f.es
to be ob-
[ ]:_i served with the construction of new theoretical models. Studies of
]" transition to turbulence are more complex, and the num-
, _ . the "natural
"_" bet of such studies therefore is evidently limited.
[
i 7 This work presents the r_su.!ts of e._p_lim_n_,_ in study of the
[ .-" regu]arit__es o_ the "natural." transition of' a laminar boundary ].a.yer
_ ['! (I,BL) to a turbulent layer at !ow subso_ic air flow ve].ocities. Anal-
!ii I ysis cf _ ,t......._,data their generalization and comoarison of the re-.
concluo_on_, o_ theory
_,' sults obtained under various conditions with the -i • interpretation, of' theand "model" experiments are c_nducted The .....
!
[ :.. facts descr:ibed is based mainly on the results of studies performed _n
I :i,i w_,.ndtunnel T-324 at the Institute of Theoretical and _pplied Mechan-
[ . ics, Siberian Section, USSR Academy of Sciences, published in 197]-
' "-" 1977 by the author or with h_s pa_ticit)at!on. A portion of the ma-
[_ ! ter_a].sis published for'the first time. There ._.sno doubt that his
[:i'! impressions of the opir.ions reported in _he theoretical and exper!-
l.:':ii mental works of other i,._ves_igators have been superimposed on the
<' conclusions a._d hypoth'< ses e_t_'_ressedbelew. The work makes no claim
• .-]..,e,_the diversity andt.o comp!etenc:_s but, or_ the contrary, it emnha _'" _ _'"
• ]_ .".ii complexity of the p}_enomena connected with the origin and development
i:I-. 2
_ of perturbations of the flow i_ a laminar boundary layer _u conditions
--i' of natural transition to turbulence and the need to continue the work
._-i in this area. Nevertheless, analysis of the facts presented in the
i work permit explanation (or confirmation of previously made hypoth-
_o_ eses) of the causes of some discrepancies in the results of the ex-
perlments o_ different authors or features of the m_-nifestation o_
,._ individual regularities.
p.._
I :
'' Thus for exampl_, it is wel! known that many factors affect the
I _ phenomena of transition of a laminar boundary layel- to turbulent flow:i '
I . degree of turbulence of the f!ow (_), longitudinal veleclty gradients, /2_r._
_ level and frequency of acoustical pressure, etc. The results of the
i:i_ experiments of Schubauer and Skramsted []] to determine the relation-
ship between the Reynolds number at the start of the transition iret)
_ and the degree of turbulence of the free flow have become classical
.i and are widely cited in monograp,_s and textbooks. -Guided by thesedata as c!l as th results of the earlier experiments of Dryden,
I _ van Driest an@ B!umer [2], and based on some theoretical premises;
_::i the semiempirical relationship Ret---f(c), which is !n quite !;ood agree--
ment _;'ithexperimental results: was proposed. A number of ot]_ef
s_,,_:_,_-are known :.,'hichdeal wizn _his question. Sub:_eouent exo_ri-
'_ monte of other invc:_tigators show however that, at least ic Io;: _n-
i i tensity turbu_¢.nce, the relationship Ret=f(-c) is not unamblg_-or.s. The
-_ following datu a:,'epresented in Pig. i: i. Schubauer and Skramsted
[1]; 2. Wells Jr. [3], 3. Spcngler and Wel].s Jr. [4]; 4. V.M. Fiiippov
_"[:_i [5]; 5. Barnes [6]; 6. Bo!tz et al [7]. The open symbols show the re-
I ( suits of the autho_ _ _n measurements on a flat plate in dlffe_ent years.
[ - The ex_erlmental_ rest,.Its D__en_ed..... _ in Fig. I both graphica!].y show
I
that function Rct(c) is not universa] in the regions of .small vaz,,es
_ of e and permit formulation of a number of" questions:taupaowot
!-i
legible])_ _;ith c<0.1% from the data of Schubauer and S_r_.m_.ed
i 2 wb.Jt are the causes of the s...gn_fican_ discrepancy of
io 3
i .......,........................7 _ - .................................... , X
•_' _.- :-:,. : _: :_i"_:"":TU;_U:-!___ :• _:_';::]
function Ret:f(c ) fron_ the experimenta! results of [I, 5] I and of the
present work?
[ii!ii data of the3. author?Wl]Ydoes the "wing': arise with a>O.08,.C according to the
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[. Fig. i.
[ : A no less complicated situation is obc.erved in the dependence of
i... the transition !Icynolds number on frequency and acoustical pressure
I_ii level according to the data of various authors. Accordin,ciy, the re--
i-
• suits of the author of _
,_h_ present v;ork _nd of' Spengler and Wells [4]
are g._ven in Fig. 2a and 2b. The data 3.n Fig. 2a were obtained in1
j-.] st,udy of the. state of the boundary layer on a fl_t plate with zero
!
il
•_" iThe question of comparison with the remaining rcsult_ presented :!.rt
_.... Fig. i i"- not ra:_sed here, for the reason that only the ex,'oer_n.,nt,:,"_e _ of
[!, 5] and the pre,_e1_t article were performed on a f]::,tplate with
known a. na_ur,, of pressure distribution along the plate, and b. the
_ . conditions of conduct of the experime_t.
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li:iI pressure _,radl.....and 33 m/s flew velocity. A practically flat longi- /28J
: tudinai acoustical field of discrete frequercy was ;reposed o_! the flow.The acoustical pressure level was reduced t_ acoustical velocity puisa-
iiII ticns (Cp) by the formulas _or a plane wave
and dimensionless veloc-
it:'.esof the incident flow. The experintentsin [4] (F!5. 2b) were Der-
_,i formed in stud,,]of zhe state of the boundary layer on the walls of a
: circular (cross section) working section with U=I2 m/s. (In thi:_ case
•:_ the boundary layer undoubtedly wa- exposed to a noticeable ].ongitudinal
pressure gradient, althouch the data on the pressure distribution a!ong
+-- the working portio_ are not presented by the authors of [4].) The
:. acoustical pressure level of the longitudinal field was presented here
in the form of velocity pul_sation Intensitie',_, mea_:ured with a hot
<: wire anemomet+':r° It follow;_ ['r.omFig. 2a and ?b that +unction Ret(a)
"'.2
also i:_ not univers_l. At the same time+ a natural question is:
why is the monotor_ic :_ature of the dependence of Re t on acousi:icai an-
f.+e,_utncy f0' clearl,y dis_.]aye,3 in ['_.] disturbed _n Fig. 2a? The
• 5
_:-".:;'_,+"(/ ......
I..+:..::.-,'.'1. -
j -+;+,.
swer to this, Just like to-the questions raised above, can be found if
] the experimental facts" and the effects of different oararaeters on the
state and spectral composition cf the perturbations in the lamSnar
[ :_I s_age_ preceding the reglon of• boundary layer are examined in the
:_ transition to turbulence. One important factor which affects the
:-i_ state of the boundary layer is the value and sign of the longitud_nal
"i _ii pressure gradients.
• i. Effect of DistrI.buted and Local Lon,._i_tudinal Pressure Gradients
on State of Boundary !,ayer
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[: " _ As oar!y as the experiments of Schubauer and Skram,_ted [I], the
[, effect: of' f;ressure gradients on the position of the r.cutral _tab_.lJ.._y
curve (NSC) was demonst_ued This question has now been studied[ --'d
[ 1)'+ ,''- .Lie completeness (see L u ] for example) _,,,ith-theor(.i, ica't]_y _l_,h cxhattst'"
-.+
-I
---~
1n the framework of
linear theory for both a
two dimensional and a
three dimensional lami-
nar boundary layer. The
effec~ of small nega-
tive pressure gradienGs
on the Ret number was
investigated exp~rimen­
tally in [5J. An at-
tempt was mad~ in [9,
10J to study the effect
. J" I_i.~ _, ~__ -----~
changes of the angle' o~' incidence 11ave almost no
that the Ret number depends essentially on
that slllaJ.l
Fig. 5.
3) LhCMCd
Key: a. Incident flow
7
Fig. 1~.
sho\'IC.ld
eff(~t all thc preS2ure Gradient on ~he prima.ry pOl't:i.::n of the pl3tc,
but it signIficantly chanr;es the natur'e and magnitud·'· of the p::,essu".'c
gradlcnt~) DC::!!' the 1e:-::.d1 ng edg'c. These facts peru:i t i.cd the p:::'.')por',iJ.
tha.t the main eause of' ("-.brupt. (right '_lp to critical) l~llanbe", of the
of the angle cf incidence right up to the appearance of crisis phe-
nomena. Analysis of pressure distribution data along the plate
of ernull pressur_ gl':.dients on the Ret number, by changing an1:~le of
:'..ncide..c0 a of a flat plate ;",ith an ellipsoidal tip (half ax:i~; l'atia
b:a~1:33) within -IOl<a<15'. The results of these measurements (Fig.
,,'~ ....,..
.,~' "_~"~-f
'~':f!j' .'
,,:;.
. ;
• _ .ii<b.[i
oIT\-
..., 12
t. I
. _ -t_,-_b_.- 1-[ i i, X
..y.,:. o.--o<_--! _, I' .....
" o I 2 .S 4 ZO'6.P._L"-i • C:::"
(:i Re t number with small changes of the angle of incidence of the plate
: are local _'_'_,,-,_
.....u__ gradients at the leading edge [9, 16]. To prove
, :.. this hypothesis and work out a method of cont'_,ol of the nature of the/" i "~
-" pressure distribution on the initial sections of the plate, a ser!es
. ,i of experiments was performed [!i-I on a 3900 mm long plate equippe@
[ '>. with a flap which has a 150 mm chord (fig.'1_ 4) 2 A DI6T alloy p_]._e
i,-.:- :' with degree of smoothnes_-_ no woJ.se than vg-vI0 and nonplana_ity_ cf
Ii !' i no more than 0.05 ram/A::had an ellipsoidai leading edge with half axis
I ': ; ratio b:a=2 mm:165 mm on the top (working) part o_ the surfac.//i i e. The
[-._.: lower portion of the in.itia! section was form-,d of a half ellipse
i : ) ., with ball axis rat_'o b:a-=l:33 smoothly .joined with the entrance of
_ : i[ • t the local curve. The radius of curvature of the leading edge was
i _ 0 5 mm The plate was arranged in the horizontal plane and occuoied[
['i i_i" i the _nLi_e _qidtl] _f ti_e _'_or][ing _ection (!,0 ._]) . n a._a11 cl]ang.e o_. angle of adjustment _._of the flap permitted action on the nature of
I :"/_ 2To establish at "soft" access of the f].ow to the plate and creat:e a
favorable pressure di::urlbution on the lead" _zr..o edge, installation of
a series of bars acro_ss the flow in the area of the trailing edge ,of
:))>_] the plate was used in [5].
'.Li
[ L!i
U-L$
'.;_j
'':_ pressure distribution at the leading edge without affecting the pres-: C
_.: sure gradient on the matin part of the plate. The nature of the pres-
- '_- sure dlstr_bution on the leading edge of the plate with different
• "K
angles of adjustment d,, of the flap is shown in Fig. 5. Measurement
'i of the Reynolds number of the start oi" the transition (Re t) as a func-
tion of flow velocity (or, which is the same thing, of unit Reynolds
_f
number U/v m-l), with varied pressure distribution Ln the leading
i _edge of the plate, is presented in Fig. S. The numbering of the
:_:} curves in Fig. 6 corresponds to the Fig. 5 data. The "a" symbols of
some Fig. 6 numbers mean that the ;neasurements were conducted twice
• with resetting of angle 4,of the flap. In these cases, indices of
?q,_q
ii_£_] the same geometry on a curve are distinguished by shading. The I'e-
. :.; suits presented in Fig. 5 and 6 indicate that the nature of the pres-
i_i sure distributlon the leading edge of the plate, especially wnen
_. _ sections with positive pressure gradients are present, sharply af- /31
! --_: fects the position of the region of transition to turbulence. The
-'1 aFoearance of even small rarefaction peaks (curve 3-for example) ].cadsi_.i
_ to _.nstabi]ity of- the beginning of the transition region and to seat-
I tering of the experimental values of Re t. We note that the entire
i ]
i:_ series of iaeasurem_:nts presented in Fig, 5 and 6 was performed with
I ! a. small. "-,'_'_''7_
_,.... _,_ velocity gradient above the main section of the
i dU ^ :'5 --I _ _"-_ _' of the• .).
I'1 plate eqt._.-txi;o[._-_=uO0 m since the angle of
{ .: oiate ([_.iong'.shewoFking part of the surface) was 0 in.th'.sc:[_..%e
I:i:!
;;! With the abovementioned taken into account, it become_ clear
f:} why, in reference to Fig. ! in the introduction, the stipulation was
_ :} made of comparability of the data of only three works ([], 5] and the
[ ! present work) The -_'_ _ -"• n_,_,ur_of the pressure distribution on the initial
i ! sections of the plates for these works, which corresp_nd to functionR t(c) in Fig, I, is presented in Fig. 7 ( . data of attthor; 2. from
_._:_ [I]; 3. from [5])
.,?_
•] The at.tention of the reader.' should be dr_wn to still another
' 'i •io6,
', circumstance. High values of the _,_,.,.h_,Ret._4.5 obiained by
:! the author and in [5], are not only asnociated wiLh _!,e quite low
" i level of perturbation of the flow ,s'Ltbapprop._,lateestabl"_ '_ _
; o
}
: _,..-----................................. , _ -_ .... -7- -;-::;_2"-:;.-.:c'..W.... .------'-7"':_.v0:<_-- " . " -".. . ,. ,:
I c,
i_t' 0 ;°/"'"''_ 0.5 I ,,_ i.0 ",,,1
F---oj,_ -- <_---<.------o-....... _
!.'X_x__|
! !I.W o.I
1 _'_
; 'i
!": ,r;.:l 0.2 :
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.:Lf
I. : i the nature of the pressure distribution along the plate. With ai
t-'i_ _°"<-'_"span dimension <_f the T_!_.te), the:
' [. :.., larger size working section (1,_._<._._ -_
"- _ _ number tun be higher. The fact is t.hat_ in the interaction of the
" i Re• [ t
[,;,.:.!:_=_I boundary layers at. the points of joining of 1;he plate with the verti-
I.':"" _?" _ - •
i " i cal walls of the working sec.t_on, a turbulent layer ormglnates, wh].ch
! forms turbulent wedges downstream from the leading edge witl_ aper--
i ,-.:-
! L_ _ ture angle I].°-12° The limiting extent of the 7alr,inar layer, even
:iI. i with low velocities and plate span b=l i,i,ther,_efore does not exceed a
I i• !i-; value of approximately 2.2 m along the plate axis, This fact was in-
'Ii;: vestigated by V.N. Filippov and confirmed by measurements of the au-
, " i thor. We also note that, for a p].ate with b=] m for example, an in-
crease of flow velocity (in the range U<30 -_°_ m/s) can only resu!!: in
i !',;k .,;.
" i an apparent increase of the Re t numbers, *,_incethe pc.sition:_ of the
:i!.ll turbulent wedges remains fixed in a specific ran're of velocities.
i.._';;_i Tl_e experilae_nts of Filip,,.ov [5] and of the au'-.hor oi' the ps-esent l_:.nez
_'_,_(-_ in fiow velocity beya.nd the, limits of this1_ .'/_! show that an .............
' i _!_.e_,.... on of tb_ el-L.: i, range lea:7,s to a decrease o.I7 the R_ t numbers. Tt',c ........ , ,_
;.... ,'! •
l:;, . q feet of velocity will be discussed below in Section 6i[_, IT:
_;',', ;'v-,,,_ _,=7'_j,-_;_-'_---_ "_'--_'_
[i {t,
,%_ 2. Frequency Spectra of Perturbations in Laminar Boundary Layer
t,_i_i Studies of the frequency spectra of the U' component of the vc- _
I -!i._ locity pu!sations in the boundery laFer at different stages of its de-velopment were performea with nea_" zero pressure gradients in the
;_ [I main sections of the plate [9, 12]. A typical series of spectrograms
i_ are pr_.sented in Pig. 8, uith degree of turbulence of the incident
=,_ flow U'/U_0.04_ and external flow velocity U=51.5 m/s (U/v=3.18.106
'__ m-l). The hot wire anemometer"serlsorwas moved a f[×ed distance
<_ .....ace of Flare of approximately y/6_:'_l Fox'convenience_ _rom the _,, _e.
7' ii in exam!nation, each subsequent spectrogram was displaced 4-10 dB
<i relative to the preceding one. The band of clipped frequencies is
i constznt and is Af=6 Hz. A series of spectrograms is presented in
Fig. 9, with artificially increased degree of turbulence U'/U=0.4!%
Iii!_!i! (U=40.5 m!s, U/v=2.45 "106 m-!). Each subsequent spectrogr_.m also is
iJi_i_J displaced +i0 dB relative to the preceding one with increase in dis-tance from the leading edge of i00 ram. Spectrogram 1 corresponds to
X=0.2 m. The unnumbered spec....
! _'i of the equipment at U=O Analysis of the specv,rograms in Fig. 8 an3
_ - 9 (and those similar to them _,;hichcorrespond _o other flow param-
,._i_ eters) permits attcntior,to be drawn to a number of facts.
I
I ':i_!_ I. In the laminar bot_-.%_d_]_y laye_ _ ith s_]al]. (_u_0.[)4[ :_) a_id
Ii m_d'.um(Cu%0.4%) levels of perturbation, there practically al_,:ays].)
':!, a package of frequ{:,ncieswhich correspond to the inst,abil._tyr_gion,
_[ i:__!,__ with a predominant amplitrde. With increase in Reynolds numbe;_, _he
_ i__ amplitude of t.._ central frequency of this [_ackage ("fundamontal
i___'i; 2. in the pov:er spectra, besides the. "fundamental tone," there
:: also are packages of hi_d_er _ .... _e _ which evident]v reflect
[i_-_ nc.nlJnea__ effects, ss _.:-:!las lower frequencies which ex"..stin a con-I: <.i
_'_
,...<.:_[ tJ.nuous soectrum as a r.ule.
r•4
I :_ 3 An increase in amolitude of tn,.-."fundame_L,al tone' .,__
I !:!I served only wlchin the _;heoreticalinstab:!l!cyz.egion([?Jg.1O). The
Ii
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Key: a. N, uB
b, f, kHz
c. u=51.5 m/s
rr~que:lcy of thp "fundt.mcntal tone" dec:;:'cases ~'.'i th approach to t.he
second branch of the neutral CU1'"le. D0~.truction of thE: "regular"
vibr'atin,ls of the :'fundamental tone" 'fiith rnY'r;la~:ion of turbulent r:pot::;
OCCllT't~ In th2 inner zones of tl:€ instc:b:'LJ. Jt:y regicl!' as a rUle, but
a1Ha:v's ;·:1.thin the latter.
reg:::'on > tcg(~ther ':-1:1. tl1 an in-
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Fig. 9.
Key: a. N, dB
b. f, kH~
c. u==40.5 mls
crease in aJ71plitude of' the "fundamental tone," intensive increase in
13
ampl i tude of the 101.': f'recll.:ency vibrations in the continuou3 spectrum
is observed. The physical meaning af this interaction became clear
from ~odel experiment-; [13J on the interaction of waV8 packages of
two close frequencies. the development of which led to the form3t~on
and intenr .ve davcloprrent of the diffErence frequency vibrations. In
COiiOi \;jon" of 'lna turaJIl transition, this process is of a l'andcm na-
ture. The difference frequency in the power spectra therefore is not
f
I
I
I,
,--
tj
.f-
I-
I
1"- : lii:i C i........
l.r Fig. 20., !. Neutral stability, curve; 2. U=21.o, m/s,
• 03310; .:' U:52 m/s, c uau=0-41%; _ =0. "_ 4 U=41 2 m/s,
. u=O .... ,.._, c ._,__o_, 5. U=40.5 m/s, c =0 41%.: U "
t:
_I:'i We consider the circumstance that, with the appearanc_._ of tur-
!_ bu-ent'" soots,, al appreciable increase of the higher (.comp_red. with the
[: I!
[_; fundamental tone") frequencies begins in the continuous spectrum, the
increase of which with increase in the alternation factor . _'ads to
!ii smoothing of the power spectrum and its approach to the form character ....
[-_: istic of developed turbulent flo%.](see spectra with X.>0.6_.m in Fig.
i 8 and No. 7 and higher ones in __g. 9).r
i:! We also note thnt an increase in the det,_'ee of turbulence of the
• , ns_allatlon of a d:O.3 nm_
t';ire grid ui_.h 5 tmnx5 mm mesh at the start ef the wo'_.king section did
.._:: not change the fur,damenta! strttcture of the perturbations in the
bour'dary layer [9] "'l_-hc.,ugh it resulted in e__l! .... *........ i
[i _ . i0 ,, ....-..... t:o ,
:i ;urbuience (Ret=!.6 wJ.ti_au:O.41f and Ret-2.6- with au:,O.05,1:). £
,J
I_. ..... _, ._ ,_, • _ ........... _j
<_.-'_ ... .-U";:' 7._c_2'=-"7..----;7 -7- _,.-"
/ _I[!il This evidently is associated with the situation that a change in de-
gree of turbulence of the external flowo as the measurements showed,
led to broadening of the perturbation spectrum in the direction of
higher frequencies right up to 5 kHz, practically without affecting
_iii( the low frequency pulsations observed __itb* low deg.veeoffturbulence.
b
D
- : _U'9[--:- I--U', Analysis of the spectro-
_i_i _]-4-_ 'i' I _i/_ grams of velocity pulsations
"I _. z._ v In the boundary layer com-<_:_ bined with the spectrograms
• . _'p
_'_;_: I) I , "_>'<_1•''_14/ of perturbations of the ex-
:'_" ' ternal f]ow (velocity pulsa-
• _ tlon and pressure pulsation['i'! -, ,/,
i:_ i! ! '_\i_'e'i_ / component), as well as of the
t.: . l _ vibration spectrograms of the
:- plate under study, shows that
i , . J
['i ' ' ''" ":
,,i"{_- ! L-_k ]_')f_5 ]!_Z,J , the package of the discrete"JL..-. <,.ho
.." menta3 tolle" COl_Vesponds In
<_' 0 o---_---;;--_DL.=__-.____r_I... ..10 t.bemajority of cases to the
Li. e_" I._ ;?.o _.5"'.I°-9"_ clearly distinguished pack-
5 ages oi"the sas0.ef_equ._nc_es
"_/ Fig. ii. U=43.5 ;_._/s;U/v=2.63"I06 in the external perturbation
-i
IT, o "..... "
, ; I. (u'/ui)Af=10 Hz-5 kHz; 2 spect,_a. Al_ho_gn discrete
f=150 Hz, F=8.2.!0-6; 3. g=550.Hz, frequer:cypackages in the ex-
F=31J-10-6;4. f=650 Hz, F=35.5.10-6. terna_iperturbation spectrum
Key: a. Af=4 Hz ai'eobserved -i.nother cases_
_It:::i they a_"e less clearly dis-
:._- tlnguished. These facts perm!t the prop,as_'althat the origination
• and development of discrete packages of hydrodynamic waves ("funda-
mental tone") _,'h.l.chorrespon'J to tn_:._ instabiiity tensions occur _n /39
the laminar boundary _ _-.ay.._in the cases uuder _i_u.dydue to the dls-
t _rete components of the _-'-:ne freouencxcs in t_;_ extern.,.l perturbation
[:
!: spectra [14]. However, comparison of the external per't:urbationen-
[ e_'gie_<_.,'ithbhe pulsatioriintensities ob.<_¢r%e<_--r "_in the uoundary layer
I and tl_eabce_co of measurements which pern,l_stracii_gc)f the mechan-I| -
i 15
I
t
mpnetratoneerpertuton'nohbounr'erdo not ermit th se fac s to be consid .pedabsolutely preven at this
stage. Some doubt is introduced into this question by the fact that
!ill measurements of the external perturbations were made in the flew
-{::] above the working part of the plate. The completely natural ques-
k-_
:' [ i tlon therefore arises: which of the measured values is primary and
; -[::i! which is derivative? Only supplementary exneriments can g_ve an
answer to this question.
• -',-.i-:." It was shown in [15]
,:! i
!: _ ........ ---_'S07_1--'2[_5-.-, 5(z)i that the conversion of
2.0 _----_ external perturbations at
_(S '""""""'
.: ]:_ the leading edge of the
_ ] _ plate is one possible
:-j' 1.o mechanism of excitation
ii! ! -< ¢<_
I_<] 9 _.! of,o_._,._-sc._l-ohti._.
I :il 0 _-_-"__--27_-._-_..____,oc_ waves in the boundary
t 'I ..- _..o 2.5 _.0 layer. Manifestations
]i : I Fig. 12. U=43.5 m/s.: U/_=2-65 "!06 m-l" of this mechanism under
• . ,-c_,m,t; 1 in ].0 Hz- natura! conditions willy/6=O 211;U=O.:'--" _" . U'L.:!
! _! 5kHz frequency band; 2. AU'; f=150 Hz;
3. AU'; f=550 Hz; 4. AU'; f=650 Hz; be presented be].ow in
':: 5(3), 5(4) 5(2) is the _nstability the approp_._..te section
[. :]:.! reg.l.on. but we now discu._show
perturbations of some characteristic fre Luen:;iesaeve.,.oDin a _mi,:_r
! _' boundary layer. It f'oli_wed from the ve ocity pulsation spectro_,'.,,,o, 1._ ) n the boundary layer near:'_I measured at d=l_.5 m/s (U/v=2.62"I06 m
" the leading edge ,)_fc,. _ the aopearance of the turbulent spots that
I i'] the perturbation packages with central frequencies f=150 Hz, 550 HzF c°v-8• ,..... ._ ,o : _.10-_
i ::] and 650 }Is corresponding to frequency p_ra ......._._Zo U_-
- .-_ For these fre-[: '_ 30"10 -6 and 35.5"10 -o merit the greatest attention.
q: quencies, the intensil, y distribution .of velocity pulsations in the
I] - k ..
_ Af=4 Hz t'r,equency band v<_s measured as a fw_ction of the Re' number
• _ (see curves 2, 3 and ,,_n Fig. i].)w_th U/U6=const, as wel! as the
.ji
•_. inteEral int_cnsityof tl:e velocity pulsations in the frequency band
" I "_ from 3.0:Izto 5 ]<Hz(curve I in Fig. ii). The shaded symbols _.t
., ,,u,_.'[i0_ noi;ethe point of apgearance of turbulent spots. The
i:di:!]
::::-._, .......:..:,:,:."_v-:,.<".:':_:::-'<_"::- ':7::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::".::;:::7::_%::& ::?.L_:_U:1:_::_:_:/L.._.:2::J_:._:_.:i:5_:_L:i_.::?::_.2`):2i::Fi::1f`._::ii_:72:k::U_
t!i,,!l• fact that, before the tr0ansiti'on to turbulence, the integral pulsation
intensity exceeds the _pulsation intensity of the discrete frequency
i_ packages by more than an order of ma_ritude attracts attention." It is
....:_ evident however that precisely the discrete frequencies play a de-
I i_ phenomenon since the intensive increase
cisive ro].e in the trans__.tion
_ In amplitude o_" _hese frequencies begins long before the appearance ofi{" turbulent formations. This follows more graphically from Fig. 12, in
@
._ which the Fig. !i data are presented (with the same notations) in the
,_ semilogarithmic scale, where the amplitudes of the velocity pulsations /41
at each point are relative to their minimum values.• It is clearly
" ii evident that oscillations of quite small absolute value from central
! frequency f0=650 Hz (curves 4; F=35.5.10 -6) play the main part in the
transition phenomena. Precisely this wave process, the amplitude of
_i:i which increases by two orders of magnitude, begins to decay with the
._ appearance of the turbulent spots The position of the thcorctical
_"!.:3 instability region_ for the discrete frequencies selected in the exper-
iment is de_,ign_ted by the dashed lines in the upper part of _be graph
/. (correspondence of the J._angeof Re" numbers of the instability region
ii for a given rise curve is ind!c__,ted by the number in parentheses)
' __ It is evide.nt that the deve!opment of vibrations with frequency f=650
Hz (Just as with frequency. 550 Hz) occurs entirely within t,,__,_limits
I__/ of the 3.nstabi]ity regior,. It is noteworthy that the rise of "-_h_._150
: neutral stability curve (see curve 2 and dashed line 5(2) in Fig. 12).
i .,a
-i
,:i The facts presented permit it to be stated thai:, despite the
I!;i comp].exity of the perturbation structure, the laminar boundar_ layer
•_ in conditions of a "natura!" transition to turbulence, at least at low
.!
ii and medium levels of external flow perturbations_ basically obeys the
i< regularit:les and conclusions of stability theory. We pa_ticularly em.-
7: phasize that, under the ,_ 0 "-_ o
_.on_.i_..on_,described the appearance of tur-
: bulent spots is associated with destruction of the frequency pa,-kage
._ which correzDonds to the zone of the theoretical instability r_gion
'" _ " toand the ,..ra_.si_ion turbulence consequently occurs as the result of
_, the development of Toilrnin-Schiicht]ng waves. In al]° the cas_s dis-
cussed above, the aver'age velocity profile right up to the appearance
; 17
ili vlii  0o,turbulentcorre po deprof lo
ii_ 3. Structure of Per_urb._tions in _mln_l Boundary Layer with Increasein Turbulence of External Flow
: li Schubarer and Skramsted [I] noted that observation of regular
i:][_: osci!!at!ons ("[[ol._min-_c,,licn_0ing]" _ _ _'- waves) in the laminar boundary layer
• *.:;t during the natura! transition became possible only after the turbu-
! i_i_ lence of the ±ncident flow was s_gnif±cantly reduced. It is there-
:._ fore natura! to raise the fol]ow!ng questions: a. what are the char-
" _F _'':"_ acteristics of the spectral composition of the perturbations in the
.::. boundary layer upon increase of turbulence of" the incident f!ow? b.
i. :._
i ,_ are the regularities of the transition to turbulence characteristic /| . -
_I :}___ of a low level of external perturbations observed in this case?
....."*"I:(Jil
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_. . ._
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|<_ We obtain the answers to these quesbions by examination of the
i i:_ results of e_.periments to investigate ,'.hefrequency structure of the
i _ perturbations in the laminar boundary ] yer of a flat p-ate with de-
- :1_ gree of turbulence of the incident flow _u_0.7%. The spectral com-
' _ position of the U' compone_,t of the velocity pulsations in the bound-
i ,!j
ary layer is presented in Fig. 13 with flow velocity U=21 m/s at the
" [ 'i fol!owing distances from the leading edge: curve 2. X=0.015 m•
_ :' " 250; curve in, Re"-550_- . . m, .I_ i Re = 3. X=0.075 4 X=0 4 Re"=1280 These
_i _ data were obtained with U=UI/U6::0.45. This corresponds to the maxi-
" _ L mum intensity throughout the layer. The spectral composition of the
_ ! incident flow perturbations with X=-O.05 m is shown by curve i. The
! i basic regularities of the perturbation spectra with increased turbu-
!< _i lence is that• with increase in Reynolds number: a. the integral.
_i<i level of the perturbations increases (see horizontal lines on insets
!1 in the left part cf the graph); b. the spectra become more and more
_ filled in the low frequency region with simultaneous "filtration" of
._, the high freqt,enc.ies; c. the development of perturbations occurs in
! _.!i a smooth spectrum without segregation of discrete frequencies. 3 In
_i::_" order not to clutter up the picture, the perturbation spectra for
i ._ -_:_ X=0.125 w. and X:0._5_. m measured in tL_e experiments are not pre_ented
• €
_: ! in _,_"_ 13. _ .....•lo. ....... curves are lecated between lines 3 and 4_ in cora-
lIi plete _-_ ......._- uith the regularities reported abov,= Pulsation
I transition is 0.78.106 or Re"n=1520) in t_e boundary layer with U::0.45(curve i) and at its boundary _ith U=I (curve 2). These data confirm
, ![ ii the conclusion that, with increase in turbulence• the boundary layer• op rates as a high frequency "filter" and ow frequency "amplifier."
;:i
I :) The cross hatched columns in Fig. 13• 14 designate the theoret--
, .I ical unstable frequency region for t]_e corresponding Re" nuwbers. It
i i is evident here that with increase in Re number, the lower frequency
! oscillations deve].oo act._vely, but the frequency am_litudes, which
._ . • •
"i
:_ should J.ncrease according to linear stability theor'y, die out.
-I $ 3The reasons for development and rcle o[" a package of discrete frc-
[ auenei_:s,..... wi[.hI'_]00Hz _:'Jl_..............be discussed below _n _-_+_ 5 of the
i _ present work: °
.' _ _
. _ ;_-
_" ','..-'Tt'b'_...................... "_ ............ ' ............u;.,"" -1J'_2"-:,o'rt,..-.S;,:_---7-......7--2--"'U-.,._-'" ." /;-'j __.-,"-"-"]
,/
Fig. 14. E;=O.7%; U=21 m/s; X=O.Ll m; Re"=
1280; He" =1520; 1. U=0.45; 2. IT=1.
n
Key: 2. AU'. dB
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Key:
In Fig. 15; the poJnts, experiment). This corresponds to the data of
'<':__ [16, etc.]. Since _he average velocity profile occuple'_ an Intermedl-
.:__ ate position between the B!asius profile and the orofile of a devel--
• i::!_ oped turbulent layer ,_ith increase in degree of turbulence such a
i: _
!_ boundary layer was called p[_eudo].aminar In the work of Ye.P. Dyban
. [ .;_ and E.Ya. Epik [16, etc.]. The natt_r.,eof the intensity distribution
i, i_ o$ t_.e velocity pulsations throughout the boundary layer is presented
• :_ in Fig. 15 (curve 2). The results of these experiments confirm the
:i l:ypothesis of Rogler and Reshetko that "with increase in the inten-
! slty of external flow perturbations, the development of perturbations
i- in a _±_mJ.n_,r-"- boundary layer can occur :.,rithan augmented transition to
I _ _ nonl"inear interactlen (and to turbulence) by b',passing the stage of
formation and subsequent amplification of Tolimin-Schllchting waves"
i
turbulence of the external flow, the transition to turbu].ent flow In
iiI the laminar boundary layer in distinction from the conditions with
if'!i reduced turbulence, occurs according to its own principles, bypassing
I _, the stage of development of Tollmin'Schiichting waves. It can be
I-_ stated in this respect that, depending on the degree of turbulence of
j _ the external flow, there are at Icas_ tu,o different types of mechan-
.... ism of the development of perturbations in the boundary layer in the
.'. "naburai" trensition to turbu].ence.
I 4. Effect of Lon!_itud_;nal A:oustical Field of Discrete Fre_uenc,_. on
Boundary Layer Struct_r_ and State
!.,:ii
_ _ The questlon of the effect of' sound on the s;_ate and structure
il _, of the boundary layer merits special -'-_ "
Ii _ at _,,_.nt_on_
_o_ two reasons:
.].._ i. the boundary layer in full scale conditions of flight
i! levels and spectral compo_-ition as a rule;
I_! 2. wind i;un,ie!s_ ev,_n with a low lew!l of
very perturbat_ on
I _ ' _.n_....charnc acoustical f_ields of a givenof the flow, have -_ ,-_ _ " ' _• _.(.'r.i. ;] .._C
_:_ leve! of _,cc,ust[ca], pressure with the fr'squency _pect:rum features /47
' !
/ - _ .,[, /., , _,.
- L
FT.
'[i_iii_ characteristic of a given installation.
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Fig. 16. U=30 m/s; Rex=2.03.106; Ret?2.8"106.
[ :..__ Ke._/: a. e, mV
i ?5o
_ ._ o. P£, dB
i .!!
•_ . ' _.q_e "-" " _'" _' "
,, S;L.nl,.._ ....nt difference of function Re t (ap, fc..)from theI • f.,
l _ data of var:£o,_:_ authors (see I;'ig. 2a and 2b) ',;at pointed out in 'ch_
"--I _ introduction. Different aspects of the effect, of a flat longitudinal
"'_ acoustical field on the state of a laminar boundary layer have been
: discussed by many autho_:_ and reported in partieula" _ in [18, 19, 2i].
_"
,:_i_ Withou_ dwelling on detai].sof the conduct of these studies, we only
::'i_ note the basic conclusions by way of reporting. The z[;udies sho_,_ed
; • l!f _ t:a,,._J.,k {:.
_,, that:_ with constant Re number <Re t and a constant acoustical ,'_"_,"_
_i level, the laminar boundary ].ayer is sensitive to discrete sound fre-
_._ quencies only xn a specific "active" fFequency band which ,covers part
..... :_ of the theoretical inst._b:i±Ity region and is located mainly beyond
'.'i:.!:! the limit:', of branch I] of the neutral curve [18, 20]. A sharpl_ de-
';i fined role of only indi'vidual discrete sound f_-equencies, as fo_].o_.s
:'._ from F4,..2].],ha:;not k?en revealed. By .h_no_,_:,the acoustical pr_._s-
_-" ," -" _-_ ,. _a_ .I
. •.-" sure level of any c,z.,c _t.."active" f]?eq-oencv,vai'Jodbound;fry ] "',_
states (from the exc_t'_,_ ]azninar _o the developed turbu].ent) could:i
d
, J 22
i" t
|. .-,
, .]
_L_ii_ ..... - "- .... i :_',," ,::_'_: ".'.z/:_:_' .". . a. "_.." . ............... ,..:,.:. ,
..... , i
i_ aft' J ,.- easily be induced (with
[' _ 106_ A I ple, for Re=2.03" (U::30
]o m/s, "natura!" transition
I '
]._ __ I wl.th Ret>_2.8-106) the re-
-----_-_"_--- _';<_-/k r- C,.) layer (e, mV, is the root
' _"- _/' 5 actions of the boundary
' _Jh 4
: _ _ _'-=_--_'----_52/° mean square value of the
,= J___F_,_ __.. -_ /--_ a) voltage pulsations at the
:"}:_ ._ UU-J _'_k_''_V___ -_2 hot wire anemometer out-,' I put) as a function of thet ,_-J_ __ r-
.:: 0 0.2 0.4 _[_r_l acoustical pressure leve!
_,_ for acoustical frequencies
,o:
!< Fig. 17. f0=350 Hz and 420 Hz, is
ii Key: b. f, kHz presented in Fig. 16. The
;' -Ujh<,%, x
ill
"'-"i'- i Fig. 3.8.
I
_. Key: a. f, kHz
I-'!i
- I_. the alternation factor of" the observations of the signal on _h_ screen
{ |
• ,i/" I iI of an _mectron b e at{, osci].lograp_l • f_ ly s i s of t_e po_r
spectrum
i 'i. (Fig. 17 and 18) of the velocity fluctuations in the boundary lay,::r
! 23
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! }
[:i_-..... --.........................--_.-::?:_:-v-....._:_,,,:_.::,<-t:,.,-.;..;,..,.T-.. -.......f-g--_=-
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<] (Re<Ret) upon exposure to various discrete sound frequencies fo
_ the "active" band showed that, depending on the position cf frequency
I '_! f0 relative to the theoretical instability region
(dashedline I-II),
" [ i four types of interaction can be distinguished: a. ':direct resonance"
[ Jl 18);(curVeSc. 2-4,,direc._.in__g.'_resonance,,17)b; "from'i]l]duced(-,e....harmonicres ance" (curves 2and.of- a gi n Sound fre-4in Fig.
"[ i . , well as d "direct resonance" with aquency (curve 5 in Fig 17) as •
[! _ low sound amplitude changing to "induced resonance" with increase ".n
+ [I )I acoustical pressure leve! [18, 20]. The last type of interaction was
. i observed when sound frequency _ coincided with branch II of the
i_['i_ii neutral stability curve. We note-that curves I in Fig. 17 _nd.18
,I represent the spectrum of perturbations in the boundary layer in the /4
i[" absence of acoustical exposure. The !ogarithmic amplitude scale is
[: I the same for all measurements in Fig. 17 and 18. Each subsequent
_ !
I _ spectrogram is displaced by one division relative to the preceding.
[ _ The results of the experiments presented in Fig. 16-18 permit the hy-
__ ,._ing,.litha<0.1%
._ potnesis to be stated [6 et a!] that the Ret=const "" "
! '!i in the tests of Schubauer and Skramsted is associated with a high
i _i! acoustJcai pressure level (105-107 dB) in the wind tunne! of the Na-
': + tiona! Bureau of Standards. The power spectra of the oertubations
[.:. (predominantly acousticsl) of this instal!_tion contained discrete
[ i fr.equer_cies f=60 and 95 Hz, the harmonics of wh'.ch correspond to the
[ { "act.ire': frequency band. Therefore, with _<0.1%, a change
of the
[ i .l°_ the leadin_
! turbulent mode affected the Re t number but, with a<q -,,_,
. ,_!
}i i.! ro!e in the deve!opment of perturtations in the boundary layer and in
;" ii
i" the transition to turbulence was that of the acoustical mode, the in-
_. _I tensity and power spectrum of wh_.ch remained constant. This is the
+ anz_:er to question No. I in the ±ntroduction.
.
I "'_ Study of the mutual time and space correl_tiop.s between the
" [ _ •" pressure pulsations in the flow and the velocity fluctuations ].n the
i "i; boundary layer du,._ to type a _nteractions ("direct resonance") showed
,_ _, that, upon exposu]re to sound_ hydrodynamic waves of the same frequency
[_.,'i f0 originate and actively develop in the laminar boundary layer.,_,,..,The
).i region oi-existencc of these waves i'sincluded bet_.:eenthe .....l:_lline
: of the i_Lotab..Lit;','zon_ and branch II of the neutral stability curve
[ ."-+
[ i........................ '...........................-----.. ........., .._.........,,;....._
(No_), The wavelengths of the sound induced hydrodynamic waves in
_!{i!!ii this type of" interaction, as well as their phase velocities ¢orre-
_ _;::_;'_i_i:]>.[ spond to the predictions of llnear stability theory [18, 19].
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I ;:'I Subsequent experiments and observations of the boundary ].ayor
[i.ljl structure exoosed to an acoustical field showed that tlle abovementioned
'r:iI__ ' types of interacticn are (sse_.tla_._y tl,e same process, where the type
i.-_" of interaction depends basically on the position of the observetJon
[i"i" point _n Crequency-Reyno!ds number coordlnatea. We turn to Fig. ].q,
in which the following are represent ;d" 1. rranches I and 2 of the
[ i'I thecret__cal neutr_;i stability curve; 2. region (crczs hatcheJ) of
[ _-_ exist_-;nce of intensely developing hydrodynamic waw_s -,- _ _exc t d by souna
,ii,_ of frequency fo aecordiqF.,to [1_8]. The vertica] ]:_.nor'.Re:'_=3370cor--[&
[ /'_ responds to the "&cLive' band of acoustical fr-_quencie_ for a given
[ :! Re x;umbor (see _ig. i f.'om [18]). Segment "o" on this ]..inecorre-
'=" sponfis tD the "direct reson&nc_" i'requ<u,cies and ..... -_ "b"I'=il
i _ responds to the _'Jndueed resonance." T, ._s clear, that the ty_._-"o" _,=,
•, into?action is a "_ ensc o? "direct :"esoy_8,_o_" _nd _ -'"
I :,! p_-_.'t] tU.[tI., ....... , .h_=u :it
ili:i/ 25
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< iI man1 o   d,  thofthe.moolcsp.o ont
i in  oot.um.t rpe1,1to. oti ,nobse.voduponool ol-
dence of the sound frequency with the second branch of the neutral
- '._ stability curve (at the _iunction of the type "a" and "b" interactions),
./ ..,?._ and it is associated with the level of the acoustical energy supplied.
._i'_'i_ The basic types of interaction should thus be considered types "a"
[.}'.; if and "b." "Direct resonance" is observed In extens_vc region 2 (Fig.. , l ] "i
_"_J'_ 19) Experiments show that if, with a fixed acoustical pressure level!. :'--_ _ " "
'....?L {
'_- _ and constant sound freouencv f0' which corresponds for examp].e to di-
_. x
[_...<1 _ mens!on]ess freouency 1;'=3:_ 5.i0 -fi (see the hcri;:onta! line in Fig.
-_._' 19), to study the Frequency ._t:ructure of the perturbations in the
_,-- boundary level with increas]on_ Re numbers, a type "a" interaction is
obs(:rved initially and then the "induced i,esonance ,, (type "b"). In
/5_._ other words_ hydrodynamic oscillations with sound frequency f0 orlgi-
I-:-:,-' nate and actively develoo as a result of the sound in region 2 but,<<!
'!_'i_i uDon reach.ir, S branch 2 of the neutral _tability ,:urve, velocity fluc-
• _u_t_cns with f1_equency f0 transmit ti_eir energy to !ower frequency
, _.[.. wave packets wi]_.chcorrespond to the inner zones o._ the instability
! ?.. r_.gion. A similar "fundamenta! tone" behavior is observed in the na-
i _* tural transition (see [9, 12], as ,,,-llas Fig. i0 of _h= present worl-).
L " .-
I i_i. Based on the abevementioned, we attempt to answer the quest.ion
_xp_ _.--
ments presented in Fig. 2a and 2b. The amplitude--f_requencyct;_'w.,.9f
!:,: the plate vibr'_t.lons due to sound of an equal level is presented i_
!_/.... Fic. 20. Co_;.parlso:_of these data with function Re (_p, I'0_ '"-.,
_-! three randomly selected sound frequencies of the "active" band (Fig.I•:!<
_ , 2a) shows that disturbance of the monotonic natvre of function
' Re (f0) with p=cor_st correlates well with the _,-D "t a ,-._,_.]..[tu_eof the in-
, i.i_ duced vibrations of the plate. There is qu_t_ good agreement between
• _ reaction a_ the fre_!uencyof the acoustical f_e!d ,(seeFig. 1 in [17]).
[-•._ These facts permit :itto be proposed that the acut.._resonar,ce sensi-
-I -i_ tivity of the bcund[_._'_,,!ayeP to o:!]y ]:]di_<idu_l fr<:quencles _._;coil-
[:[ neeted in [4] with the natural frequencias of the experimental !lmta].-
. } .] latlon. A simiiai, conclusion '..'a_drau'n in [23].
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discussed above are related
The types of interaction
')~
c_ I
A series of curves of 1n-
to both the frequency 3truc-
ture of. the perturbations in
th2 boundary layer and the
nature of the d!sruption of
the laminar c0~ditions in
the transition to turbulence.
crease of intensity of ve-
locity pulsations in the
boundary layer as a function
of the Re" numbe~, sound fr~-
quency and acoustical pres-
sure level is presented in
Fig. 21 for flow velocity
6 -1U~33 m/s (U/\1=2.03·].0 m ).
The shaded sym~ols on the
-1
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_: turbulence Curves 1 correspond to sound frequency f0=307 Hz withV
[_ acoustical prensure leve! in the 1/3 octave band: a. P=90 dB; b.
I'll_ P=97 dB; c. P=103 dB; d. P=107 dB. Curves 2, I'0=400 Hz: a. P=91 dB;
i_ b. 105 dB It is common to both frequencies f0=_ 7 Hz and f0=400
'q Hz that, with increase in acoustical pres'_ure leve!, the origin of
,,_
_ the transition region is displaced toward the leading edge of the
_: plate. For differunt frequencies however, there are significant
differences illthe behavior of the curves of the rise 3n pulsation
r_"! "FL.
:_ amplitude.._ is evident that the development of turbulent spots
[:_;/ for f0--400 Hz occurs at quite low levels of perturbation in the
;', boundary 1_ayer (3.2% and 2.6%), where the lower value of U'/U i cor-
} responds to the higher acoustical pressure level. The position of
<
i :j the instabi]it.y region shown in the upper part of the figure (llne
3(2) for fo=400 llz) indicates that a type "b" interaction is dis-
• _ played in this ease• It also is .evident thaL, at f0--307 Hz, the in-
crease in perturbations in the boundars, layer, right up to the start
.j
'_ of disruption of the wave process occurs in the instkb_llty region
, d_op__yea in this[_:i "line 3(I)) and "direct resonance" is consequently '_" _' '"
!:) case. The disruption of "re.gular" waves at f0=307 Hz occurs with
sign!l._ca,,u].yhigher intensities, and the amp].itudes o._ these oscii--.
,., latlons are the higher with Re " numbers, the greater' the acoustlca]
[_ Dressure level (right up to U'/Ui-17,0 with P=].07 dB)
?:|;,
:]! Observations of the nature of the signal on the est._I - " _'"
'_ screen at _he beginning of the region of translt_ n to turbulence
i] permits it to be state_ that, upon exposure to acoustica! fields with
_<1 e -_ - Hz, we encounter different mechanisms
i.! frequencies fo=400 Hz and "0 30, . _ ._f the development of turbulence. At f0=400 Hz, ,.h_moau!ated "fund-
-ii..-_ amental tone" norm:_l for a na_,urai transition, then subsequent if?crease
*"_ of tl_e depth of moaulation with the apoearanee and further development
:;i of turbulent spots are seen. Upon exposur ._.to sound with frequency
:: ' _nr,_c_'_, in amplitude of quite clean, in the broad sense /_4T f0 307 I,<,an .............. '---_-....
.ij st'[tiorlo.l'yslnusoida] o._:cll[at!onsis obserw:d, with subsequent ap-
_ pearar'ce of l_!gl]frequ_.ncy puJ.sotions on the wave "crests." The nature
..__ of _,e_.,,..disruption of the regular ozcil"±a_lo.us'in this case is =_--'_"lar,,,_
ti
['1
!':i
i "
'" . . = . . • .
to that observed by bbremski and FeJer [22], and it is thus a third
I_: type of transition to turbulence• This type of transition is eb-
b : served when the encr.gy supplied from outside is sufficient for the
[ ii';i development of oscillations with preservation of the same frequency
stability region. In _hese cases when the energy of the outs.Lde
-[-.:_ perturbation is small a_:,dthe "fundamental tone" fails to develop
,17!_ _, enough for its destructi¢:., to start before reaching the second branch
, '-_ of the neutral stability curve, the transfer of energy occurs to lower
._._
j:!_ frequency packages, and disruption of the ordered pro,,esses occurs as
/_ a result of the interaction of the low frequencies of one package.
,_' Amplitude modulation of the new "fundamental tone" appears in these
cases, and turbulent spots then form on the cres'cs of the modulated
signal This kind of disruption of Tol_m]_n-Scnlichving waves is ob-
served most often with a quite low level of outside perturbations. A
_ :._ similar development of wave processes upon introduction of two waves
_ was observedin a "model"experiment[13].
_:_'_ We return to [19], and we note two facts without •special discus-
t.< slon.
_ _ i. Two situations :,,'ereobscrw, d in studies of mutual space cor-
-..:I':'i relations P'U' (X): a. sound ip,duced hydrodynamic waves (HDW) were
I"[7}-" observed in the entire range of displacement of the sensor covered [y
i I 4
_:i:I mea:surement; however, the start of intensive _ro_._t, of'.the amplitu_e
ii_i of these connected with the centra! -of -' '
waves w:,s zone tnc instability
!::ii region; the amplitude ef the hydrodynamic waves in these cases, right
_-_ up to the "critica]" point, was small and no tendency for it to grow| .{
[:.i was observed; b the hydrodynamic-waves formed in the central zone of
i_[ii: the instability region and were intensely amplified right up to the::_ second branch of the neutral stability curve. In this case attemptsi
! i.[
; ' ]_For! :,_ technical reasons, the range of movement of t_-.n,sensor was not
I ": over ii00mmwith min:imumdistances l'.vomthe leading edge of lOOO mm
i :i and 50C ram.| ]
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F" Ii!!I to isolate hydrodynamic waves ahead of the "critical" point by filtra-
I_ tion and subsequent amplification of the signal failed.
..
I.!:. 2. All attempts to isolate the sound induced hydrodynamic waves
!il_ at dimensionless frequency F.I06<!8, with the utilization of this pa-
i<i rameter as both the frequency and the flow velocity proved I;o be fu- /55
w .
!i",,_ We also note that the longitudinal +_i dB-i-2 dB irregularity of
• i:_._:: the acoustical pressure level as a function of f'0' noted in [18, 19];.
:._ was not a random scatter of the measurement results, but was of a regu-
::_ lar sinusoidal nature. This indicates that the boundary layer was
_ [i acted on by both the direct wave directed upstream and the reflected
I wave. In this case, some disturbance of the frequencies of the di-
_!: rect and reflected acoustical waves because of the presence of a small
I.'iI but finite flow velocity is possible.
'i ov, o  oa co noo-
1! t!on bet'_;een the parameters of sound, vibrations of the model and per--
[i turbations of the f].ow in the boundary layer, the question of these
i_ interactions is not simple or resolved. The attention of theoretl-
i.! cians both in our country and abroad has recently been attracted toi': the question of the in_e_action of acoustical fields with shearing
[,; flows (see [26] for e_ampl,_). There is ho_,ever qualitative agreement
Ii! theory experiment ,_o only specific cases of" interac-
of with fa2 for
" I! tion in the area of the leading edge. Despite the fact that a _,umber
}._ of the experimental facts described above are evidence in favor of"
[i(I. other possible types of transformation of an acoustical field to hy-
.,[_!: drodynamic v._brat!ons in the boundary layer, direct, indisputable
Z preof of other mechanlmr, s of interac'cion still are lacking.
I
,,- The answer also remains unclear as to the question of the ex-
ii._ tent to which vibrations of a plate with di,..placemen_ ampl.!tude on
-[;ii the order of ]0 -7 m and -lit_placement velocities of 10-4 m/s con-
- vTt,_atl n,, of a model de-locities ,_n the order of ].m/s, and are not ""_ '" o o
I
i._ 3o
If
q:i rivative from the wave processes of the boundary layer
i,_ . These ques-
•, tions can only be answered by further theoretica], and experimental
ili studles.
::/I
[i_i 5. Role of Configurationof Leedin[_,Ed[-,_eof Plate
!
• f:,_ Tileconclusions that the role of the leading edge of a plate is
[::i] important in the conversion of external perturbations to Tollmin-
" [:._i Sch!ichting waves was expressed in print for' the first time in [23],
IL_ and it was more clearly formulated after the conduct of special ex-
p.r.Lments in [15 24] The experiments described below to study the",]i e_ _ • °
_<,i structure of perturbations in the area of the leading edge in condi- r.-/DD
If:(I tions of a low level of external turbulence were performed by the|'%
_.- author of these lines independently and in parallel with the authors
of [15• 23, 2;43. The experiments showed that, with degree of tur-
bulence of the unperturbed flow e =0 03% in the boundary layer of a
'_ U "
[,}_-,_ flat plate with an e!lipsoida] inlet section (working surface half
i_ axis raL].o 2 ram:].65 irJn,radius of curvature of leading edge r---0,5
_ mm), powerful wave processes origin_,te with a clearly expressed dis-_._
:_ crete f'r.-_querJcy. The frequency spectra of the longitudinal component
_i of the velocity pulsar'
_on_ are shown in Fig. 22: i. in the external
.! flow st ,_ distance of' 40 mm from '- -' =0.078,_);2. in. - ,_ht. leading edge (Cu3 °the boundary ]._yer, X:I0 mm (U=U'/U6:0.52; Re"=!60); X=0.2 m
[i ([7:=0.525Re"::73'0).Discrete vibrations with frequency f_90 Hz are
ij easily see,, in curve 2 With " _ _"
• . zn_r__e of the Re numeer_ they are
, gradually transformed into pulsations with frequencTes of 105 and 150
Hz. It is characteristic that, for the same plate, discrete v[bra-
:i tlons with almost the same frequency are easily seen at the leadin_tpl
[_ ed_e and in the velocity pulsation spectra of the boundary _lav_r.,_.with
ii., s_n±licantly higher int.en_ty of incoming flow turbulence (s_ Fig.
13 of" the present work).
-iij The nature of the change _n inte_;o,a] value of the velocity pu!sa-
I_ tlons a!onr_ ""_..... ::0 03%;
. ,.....plate is show,_ in Fig. 2_L _(curve i, '_:u_ "
t:'":: L--O.C,,:.-const; P_. au_,_=0.7_; C=0.4'_:coP.,sb). . Theabz,uot, increase in
!!i: value o;'U' .inthe imm, ,!ate vicinity of'the ].eadingedge for curve ][,:
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from the
:3pectl'a
is con-
velocity pulsation
in Fig. 13, and it
nee Led witt the peculIarity
of ~he tran2ition to tur-
bulenc,c \r1LI tne stage of
devclop~ent of the Tollmin-
is easily examined
- --_ ..~- - -.. ---- -.- "-- _. -- -----
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the same time, an increase
in pulsation level with diD-
tance from the' leadintj ed/Toe·
is cJearlv expressed for
curve 1 and, for cu~ve 2,
an incrca3e in the lntegral
pulsation intensity. The
increase of perturbations
with i~{reascd turbulence
bulence a~ with low turbulence.
half as much with increased, tur-
s~ty attractG attention.
velocity pulsations in the ~nltial
c~eaGe in turbulence of the flow,
the ampl:l.f:1.cation "coefficient" of
an increase in intencity of the
perturbations also is accompanied
by the isolat1on of a discrete
the pulsations is much less, but
of the plate thus operates in these
sections of the boundary layer 1s
pulsation package of almost the
same frequency. '1'11e leading edge
conditions as a selDctive amplifier.
v!e note that the Intew::dty of the
(by appro~imately two orders of
magnitude), with ~ subsequent mono-
tonic decr~~se in pulsation inten-
a. lOf:; tT'
b. f, Idlz
')")
,- -' .
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i-_ .passed. It also is evident from Fig. 13 that the discrete frequency
>.:: package, which is distinctly expressed at the leading edge plays no /58
" !Ji. •
'.i:. p?.rt in the phenomena of transition to turbulence and, decreasing in
:_ amplitude with increase in the Re number, it is gradually dissolvedfi :.
_.,._ into a continuous spectrum, l,lealso note that subseauent,deve!op-:!
_:_: ment of osciliation3 _ith frequency f=150 Hz, _,_hichis displayed as
:' __ a result of degeneration of the _'fundamentaltone" with fo=90 Hz
:_ (curve 3 in _I_,_.'22), was followed in detail in Section 2 (Figures
" !__ (II) and (12)),_here it was sho:_nthat these vibrations arising at.;
the !cacling edge play only an auxiliary role in the transition phe-
' nomena.
[1
• _ iii.:) Of what in our opinion, does the mezhanlsraof the abrupt in-
[il- crease of velocity pulsations at t.be].eadingedge of the plate con-/ i i sist?
t.: C_ ......
i t
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of theoretic&l calculation [Ii] The results of theoretical calcula-
[] tion of the distribution of the static pressure in the _n_tial sec-
-. [ , tion of a giver, plate with change in angle of incidence in the
I 22.5'>_>-22.5, range with Aa=/l.5'steps are presented in Fig. 211.
iJ The results of the experiment which correspond to limiting curves I
. i,_ and 6 in Fig. 5 are plotted with the symbols. It is evident that the
i'_i" local anglo of approach of the flo_ to the plate changed between
["i i -13.5' arid+9' in the conditions of the experiment from which it fol-
..i.i!" lows that the nature of the pressure distribution in the vicinity ofI
• i the leading edge is extremely sensitive to negligible cba!_as in the[<
'!: angle of incidence of the plate or, which is the sar.,e,to variations
ii of the reentry angle of the flow to the plate. Further, estimates of
!! change of the instantaneous velocity vector of the flow as a result
• _ ' of the transverse component of the velocity pulsations., even wit:? a
. very low intensity of incoming flow turbulence, show that changes of
[:! the angle of _'pproachof the f!ow to the plate are on the o_der of
L.' magnitude offa few minutes (for U'iU=0.07%, A_,::2.4').It follows from
[_i the Fi&_ 2h data that, for X=I0-20 ram,such a change of the angle of
incidence corloest_ondsto ACp=(Pi-Pk)/q,_0.(._,from which AU/U=¢_%0 ].5.
i In order of magr;itude_ this corresponds to the experlm-,ntally ob-served I _,,-
ve_ou_u, pulsations in the boundary layer, Based on this, t,he
i.... mechanism of arlplificationof the velocity fluctuations in the area ofi: • o-
_. the leading edge appears to be the following: the transverse comoc-L
' [i): nent of the velocity pulsations (normal to the plane of the plate) of
• [i_ the incident flow induces fluctuations of the local angle of approach
.... of'the flow. This leads to redistribution in time of the yt.essu_e
-' _! (consequently ve!ocity) on cu_\rillnear sections of' th_ plate with
_ simultaneous amplification of the velocity pulsation amplitudes. In /60
fV this case, the."eoeff_.cient"of gain of the veloc:;typulsations
[:i! should be connected with an angular measure of pulsations of the
I point of flow and consequently, with the parametc_-.sof" the trans-
.,[j verse components of ve].ocinypulsations incident on tlneedge and theradJus of the intake edge_ as well as wi_;hthe _a _'-_.
[ illegible] to the pirate.
[..1
_,.;,
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!_!:i' Measurements of the pulsation intensity on the initial section of
:: the plate (obtained with b:a=l:33) with leading edge radius r=l ram,
Ill: performed with a low level of perturbations (_u=0.03%) and preserva-
I _ tion of the smooth converging tube distribution of' static pressure in
_:° the intake sectionr_ showed that the "coefficient" of 5ain was re-
/;'+:_ duccd by an order of magnitude (_i_. 23b) from that of curve i in Fig.
Y! 23a. This confirms the correctness of the positions expressed.
,'i[
,-_:
._. The quasistationary mechanism of conversion of the vertical ve-
.!''_i loc_%ty pulsation component to a longitudinal pulsation component in
'+:... the boundary layer formulated above •corresponds qualitatlvel_, to the
iiii results and conclusions of the experiments and tbeoretical develop-
mepts in [i5, 23, 24]. Based on our mechanism however, the decisive
. Iii role belongs to the specific configuration of the leading edge, wh!]-e
I the c__nclusions, calculatlons and substantiations in [15, 23, 24]
/
l.i+ were made for a plate with a "sharp" leading edge (r<<),), _.+'herethe
actual onf guration of the intake sec ion plays no part in this case.i:i+
• t_. It is evident that the quasistationary mechanism of transforma-
• _i": tin.n of the transve.rse components of pulsation of the external f'low
Ii_ to longitudinal f!uctuat_.ons of the f!ow in the boundary layer will
[; act similarly both in transverse vibrations of the plate [23] ;.nd in
the imposition of a transverse acoustical field [24]. 5 It musl, be
: : emphasized that the action of tbe abovementioned mechanism concerns
' conditions of a low level of turbulence _hich is ch_racterlstic of
_ a low frequency (longwave) spectrum v:hile, with increased turbulence
'"_ with a broad spectrum of vort¢,x system scales, transformation of
• perturbations at the leading edge is more cemp].ex.
• There al_o is no doubt that the analysis conducted is built up
on spo'-t"y results off an exp!oratory experinient which does not yet
""li'",_ 5It should be noted ,,hat, in [25], attention is draw,i_to the possibil-ity of operation of cylindrical ].eading edges as a "...mpl[fler" of ve-o
+. locity pulsations in condltJ.onsof exposure to a t_-a"_sverseacoustical
i ). fie] d.
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quetlonsva u nesIscon ctedwiththe conditions of origination and regularities of behavior of vibra-
• .. tions of a discrete frequency in tne initial sections of the boundary /I 'l -_)i[i", layer• There is no doubt that these regular perturbations, are self
:_i excited and connected with the leading edge configuration. It can be
I ....! :" thought that the feedback mechanism of the self exciting process is
acoustical in this case. Only further experiments however can con-
- I' _',:)i._:, firm the correctness of suet: hypotheses. The main and, to be sure,
• t_ ii€:I: _ undoubted conclusion which flows from the abovementioned is that ehe
: :;_ acute sensitivity of the pre:_sure gradients at the leading edge of
--r.._¢-_ real models with a specific surface curvature to the -_._sition of the
_ • _- point of flow determines the mechanism of transformation of trans-
.... ve.vse flow fluctuations of any natuPe to longitud_nal velocity fluc-
| . _ ,':T,
'....-_"' .,,__hsimultaneous amplification of[;_.;/_ tuations in the boundary layer, '"_
,, [. ,:? these flL :tuations.
, .p
_:_ 6, Effec,. of Incigent Flow Veloc.L___yi: .:i_,
[: -._ The disagreement of the results of the experiments _n [i] andl....:, _ --
j_:"il;:!° [5] i,_;exp].aJned by both the individua! features of the nature and
! 4:.
,.[_i" structure of the flow perturbations in different wind tunne]s and,
": [ , , as wel!, by the methods of change of intensity of the turbulence.
• : i;.i"_ '
_ ,'- While the value of c was changed in [I with a. ,_e_ of given grids in
• _ the mixing chamber and _ • Rot(_n_ experiments to determine the _) num-
_'; .
'_:_'_ ber were performed at constant flow velocity, in the tests of V.M
ii. Filippov [5] (Just as basically of the author of the present work)
/ _ functions Ret(_) were obtained with constant conditic_,s in the "uixing
Ii _": chamber, with change in the degree of turbulence by increase of the
_:...._ f].ow velocity. If the data of V.E_ Fllippov and our results are pre-
_._L"
" [ :'!'-;! sented in the form of function Rot(U) the disa..'_reement observed in
l-i i::l Fig. i is _ion_._ican_l:,, reduced (Fig. 25: I. results of author; 2.
'[i .. data of P11ippov), and they can be explained by some difference in
pr,e_surc distribution .'_nth(._ vicinl.ty of the leading edge (Fig. 7).
' _;i_ It must be noted tha[-our results and the data of Fi!ippov were ob-
_. ._ tained ;1_. identic'__l wirld tunnel_ but on difi'e_(:nt models of the plates
I .._ and auxiliary structures located :Lu the v_orkJ.ng section of the _.;ind
i" '<.
•. . : :_.... 2;....................... :', .;;-':....... :..... - .........
.... __.u.:.;('._:]"'._k .L;
" _,' • ," "_ " , 'i "" i'
#/
.i!I tunnel. Precisely this latter situation led to differences in the de-
pend,:nce of the integral turbulent intensity on the flow velocity.
[, I I
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.) At; the _.ame time, the coincidence of our results with the _....
-'. Ret(, . _ of V.._,I.Fili_.pov when they are presente6 in U) coordinates (Fig.
;1
::I 25) with the ,,Jgn,.fxcan_ difference in Fig. i is evidencc thai:,the /64
:i}i prima>y effect of perturbations of the flow on the state of the
':. bou..oary layer is not connected, as is generally accepted, "_Ith the
_. ilitegral value of the degree of turbulence. The vibratien,,_l energy
, . ii__ wltl_ fre _el _lc'_ e_ _ h_.(_h c o_'[_e _ P end to [_hose int er_|al areas of t_e
!: theoretica! instability region where the rate of incr_-._(, of per-i
, .i:-.l turbation amplitude is the greatest has a more significant effect o_
.,-_.;
• °
' ! _! the development of perturbations in l-;.eboundary layer
>
}:1 In comparing the power spectra of the externa! turbulence in
:'_ theJ.l'cenw:nticnal ro-ptesent-_tions (]_].g._26a) for different flow ",:e-
._ ;] l.oclties, it car. he :;een t',;at,with inci_ease in _ow rate, the .<;pec-
i"iI_ tra becom<: more filled in both ami_!!tu,'lean0 frequency.
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......:- tion of the same spectra in E=f ) coordlnate_ has the result
':i_!: that, with increase in flow velocity, the external perturbations en-
- compas_ a smaller and smal!cr range of dflmens!onless frequencies
.;. :_. _w____and are displaced downward outside the limits of the theoretiaal
-,: F-U2
::- In Fig 26 curve ]. corresponds to
_ instab_iity region (Fig. 26b). • ,
!- U=I3.1 m/_, 2 to U=30.2 m/s, 3 to 40.6 m/s and 4 to 51.3 m/s; bhe
" :[
lette_ e designates the theoretical li,,es of the neutral stability
- j
o _:_ii! curve in Re_=f(_9/U2) coordinates°
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lJ!i' The data in Fig. 26b permit explanation of the effect of stnbill-
zatlon of the Re t numbers in our experiments with _:>0 08% '"'_ i) or
v: U>45 m/s (Fig. 27), by displacement of the actua! power spe:-tra of the
_'ki_ external turbulence with increase ir _elocity outside the "active"
" range of dimensionless frequenc',es, which are most sensitive to ex-
iiI terna! per_,urbations.
lli! In summarlzing the abovementioned_ t!:e following maln conclusions
can be noted.
_!i i. _he st_-ucture of the flow perturbations in a laminar boundary
tior_s, with a !ow level of external perturbations, is a complex con-ill!glo;_Le_'abeof wave processes. The behavior of the perturbations basi-
[_i cal].y obeys the conclusions and predictions of stability theory,
'i 2 With a relativel_ low lew_! of externa_ Pe__turb_i°n_, a
_ " is i.solated in the iaminary boundary
! .; package of _-:_-,_ete frequencies
' _ ,_ , _ -_e for th_ trans i+_en to tuJ-.bulence, to _,.,hinh
_:ii layer, which is I_spcn_-_b.- ....
•.... : rturbation [:_ec-
_i'LI_ similar isolated frequency packets in the ex_er ......i;e
)i_i tra corrr_pond.
3. Dependi_.g on the intensity of th_ turbu]e."_e of the l_-,c_den_! 'i
,! flow, the energies of th_ package of disc._.'.:tefluctuations of the ex-
',! te_'na-_ perturbations which most strongly affect the wave ,)recess in111i _he laminary boundary layer, as well as on the position of the dimen-
[_'.1 sionless frequency of these pertu i_bati°ns relative to the "active"
:"(_ zones of the theoretical instability region in the "natural" tran_-;i-
", ticn: three different types of disruption of !ami__a-_cond_t .on,_ are
.7:-; d_ stir,gu_.shed :
a.'_.
_ as a resu.'t
- _ a. disrupts.on _f the Tollmin-Schlichting waves
which belong to the in-
i " .,.n_ ......... . , ,s .... d n;odulation ':'f.. :! of t_,_,':........ ,',tion or several wave processes_- ,: -,, re_ior- _,n;,rs(..terized by a ];_:arlv exprc ....
_tab.L;.zt, _ ' _ " the
[i !i the "fuu_lamenta]. l;one" t.tit,h the appearance- of turbclent spots on
...... 39
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b. disruption t.fthe Tol]min.-Schl!chtingwaves in a regular
single wave condition;
c. disruption of the laminar state wit2]the development of
a continuous spectrum of vibrations° bypassing the stage of formation
and development of To!±m!rJ-Scn]ich_ingwaves.
!t(i_ _ Acoustical perturbations play an important _'o]ein the de-
•/_ velopment of perturbations in a laminar boundary layer. Their in-i ....:i teraction with the laminar boundary layer occurs only in a spec}.f._e
_..._ "active" frequency band The mechanism of this interaction is not• t_
_:;_ completely clear, since a number of exoerimental facts cannot be ex-
....•_._ plained at this stage b_ either existing theoretical work or the hy-
.{_i pothesis of the role of the leading edge
p ,,J."|
•i_:-_ 5. The leading edge of the models is of great _ ._ u
-.mporua,,cein the
• Jilli mechanism of transformation of externa! perturbat-,o:isto velocity fluc-
• " i) tuations in a laminar boundary layer, even with a low level of per-
..;_ turbation of'the incident flow, The acute sensitivity off1;hepres-
_-_<i sure g._ad_.entsin the initial sections of the .[.........i_i bot.,ndarylayers
_.1 of real models to the location of the point of fie,u,}-,asthe decisive
_:_ role here. In these conditions, * _-......, ... _h leading edge ...._,_-_',....
_,_ _.... fl!ow fluctuations to ].ongitudinal w_!ocity pulsations In the
laminary boundary laver and plays th_ part of selective ampiifie.v.
[_i:_' However, the perturbations which originate in these co:,ditic,ns (m .1_,- ±o._-
nomena of the u_"an___ionto turbulence.
[.-_ 6. The po:_itionof the transition region in cond-__,ionsof low
I:_ perturbation levels is not determined by the integral value of the
IJ_ de<tee of turbulence of the f!ow .... '[:_:_ _ • IndJv'dual packets of external
• [_! P_turb,_.tions with dimensionless frequencies which cor_"espond to the
.[.:] "active" zones of the instabi].i_yre,-_on which dep._ndon both the
il: il! perturbation frequency and ,_mthe flow ve!ocity_ are C_'grc_ter iln--
_ } portante.
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